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1. Executive Summary
High level description of the work involved leading to the eventual output
The deliverable report outlines how the content of the eTRIKS Standards Starter
Pack document released as eTRIKS deliverable 3.4 has been made available as
dynamic, interactive resource as part of the Biosharing catalogue of resources. Thus,
the work ensures long term sustainability of eTRIKS output owing to the fact that
ELIXIR has identified BioSharing as a key resource under the Elixir-UK node.
The work was performed by Philippe Rocca-Serra, interacting with the team of
Biosharing developers.

2. Inputs and Outputs from related deliverables
Reference the description of work where links between deliverables are cited and the period
reports, where links between work packages are laid out. Make particular mention of work
which occurred before hand and work which is then enabled by achieving this deliverable
The main inputs contributing to this work have come from:
D3.4 & D3.6 eTRIKS standards Starter Pack
D5.5 Business model for sustainability platform
Technical advice and guidance from the developers of Elixir UK node resource Biosharing,
the catalogue of biomedical data management standards and databases.
This work resulted in the creation a new Biosharing “Collection” entry:
https://biosharing.org/collection/eTRIKS?q=&view=table

3. Description of work achieved
The work achieved by this deliverable is the creation of a web accessible, user friendly and
interactive version of the eTRIKS Standards Starter Pack (eSSP), which is a static document
providing a landscape of the data standardisation resources recommended by eTRIKS experts
to support the publication and reporting of translational research data. The SSP encompasses
description and structuring of experimental results produced by in-vitro, in-vivo and clinical
research.

This has been achieved by a close interaction with the Biosharing catalogue of standards and
resources (https://biosharing.org), an effort spearheaded by Dr Sansone, at the University of
Oxford e-Research Centre. Biosharing has recently been endorsed as Elixir-UK node official
resource. This therefore presents a unique opportunity for long-term visibility and availability
for the eSSP under the Biosharing hosting.
Summary of:
Timeline details: on time, no delays

4. Content of deliverable
4.1 Assessing the Needs
Following the publication of eTRIKS eSSP v1.0 (Deliverable 3.4) and v1.1
(Deliverable 3.6), a request for a more interactive resource presenting the results and
recommendations was issued. It was matched by questions about the sustainability and
updates of the eSSP.
In terms of ease of access and features that would increase the immediacy of the eSSP
content, this meant the ability to navigate, query, sort and discover dependencies and
association between standard resources.
In terms of sustainability, three needs have to be met.
● The ability to store and archive eTRIKS work in a stable,
institutionally recognized resource.
● The ability to keep recommendations up to date and in line with
evolution of the standardization landscape.
● The ability to provide continued and free at the point of use access.
4.2 Biosharing catalogues of biomedical standards and efforts
Biosharing.org is a now officially a resource endorsed by Elixir UK node, and
supported by the University of Oxford e-Research Centre and the Biocuration Society.
The aim of Biosharing is to provide a one-stop shop for Standard as resources that
matter in the field of BioSciences. This is achieved by collecting and curating information
about annotation standards, terminologies and controlled vocabularies, format specifications
and data management policies. Furthermore, Biosharing provides tools and metrics to assess
the level of adoption of such standards by surveying their uptake in knowledge bases and data
repositories around the world. Cooperation with the Biocuration Society, leading publishing
houses (OUP NAR, OUP Database, BMC Gigasciences, Nature Publishing Group) ensures
reliability of the source information. Curation by a dedicated pool of scientists ensures data
quality for improved search and discoverability.
Biosharing is already used to assist data managers, funding agencies and publishers for
the recommendations of key resources and for defining data management plan.
Therefore, Biosharing represents an ideal hosting site for distribution of the recommendations
made by eTRIKS.

4.3 The eTRIKS Collection in Biosharing
The eTRIKS set of standards recommended in the eSSP is available for searching and
browsing from the Biosharing web site:
Resources can be viewed as ‘tiled cards’ ( https://biosharing.org/collection/eTRIKS?q ), as
shown below:

Or they can be viewed in a tabular rendering

( https://biosharing.org/collection/eTRIKS?q=&view=table ):

Records can be filtered thanks to faceted search as visible in the following figure:

The figure below shows how a Biosharing record for CDISC STDM standard indicates that:
● It is recommended and endorsed by eTRIKS (top left hand corner R tag)
● It is connected to a range of related resources (lower right pane)
● It is maintained and developed by an active community.

List of abbreviations
eSSP: eTRIKS standards starter pack
CDISC: Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium
SDTM: Study Data Tabulated Model

